The second is a variant which considers the maximally contributing window over the whole sequence (instead of only considering the one centered where the mutation lies), and aims at identifying non-local structural rearrangements (Fig. 2) .
The third restrains the positions for the l2 norm between w and wi to the SSE where the mutation lies, in order to assess the local three-dimensional disruption of the SHAPE profile (Fig. 3 ).
remuRNA and SHAPE intersection
Given the mutation ranked by structural disruption by SHAPE experiments and remuRNA. At every percentile, we look at the intersection between the elements 
c-di-GMP pocket
The results for c-di-GMP having as positive positions the ones interacting in the binding pocket and with or without the interaction with the other molecules in the PDB is shown in Fig. 8 adenine MaM without ligand
We show in Fig. 9 the results for the adenine riboswitch when the disruption is based on a MaM experiment in absence of the adenine ligand. We show in Fig. 10 the results for the tRNA when binding interfaces are extrapolated form PDB 3J78. 
